The salience of popout targets was measured in regular line arrays as a function of texture density. Test targets (singletons with orientation, motion, or luminance contrast) presented at different raster widths were compared with reference lines (lines brighter than surrounding lines) presented at fixed raster width. The luminance at which the reference target appeared as salient as the particular test target was taken as a measure of the relative salience of the test target. For orientation or motion contrast, targets at medium to small raster widths were far more salient than targets in sparse or very dense line arrangements. For targets defined by luminance contrast, salience variations with texture density were less pronounced. Some subjects also reported salience for lines in sparse arrangements even when these did not display feature contrast. When such non-specific saliency effects were subtracted from the actual measurements, salience curves for orientation or motion contrast revealed peaks of increased sensitivity at line spacings below 2-3 deg and flat curves at larger grid sizes. In an additional experiment, saliency effects from orientation contrast were measured using texture lines of different size. Salience variations were commonly observed. However, the curves were not found to scale with the different sizes of texture elements but were constantly related to the free space between neighbouring lines. This suggests that peaks in the salience profiles reflect the limited spatial extent of the underlying neural mechanisms.
Introduction
In texture arrays, line elements that differ in certain properties from the surrounding lines are salient and pop out (e.g. Treisman, 1985; Wolfe, 1998) . For example, lines that are orthogonal to neighboring lines (Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Foster & Ward, 1991; Nothdurft, 1992) or move in a different direction (Nakayama & Silverman, 1986; Dick, Ullman, & Sagi, 1987; Driver, McLeod, & Dienes, 1992; Nothdurft, 1993b) are immediately detected; the same is true for lines that are brighter than neighboring lines or have a different color (Nagy & Sanchez, 1990; D'Zmura, 1991; Treisman, 1985; Nothdurft, 1993b Nothdurft, , 1995 and for lines that occur at different stereodisparities (Nakayama & Silverman, 1986; Nothdurft, 1995 ; see also Holliday & Braddick, 1991) . The particular salience of all these lines has been related to local inhomogeneities in the corresponding feature space, i.e. to local feature contrast (Nothdurft, 1991b (Nothdurft, , 1994a cf. Beck, 1982) .
Local feature contrast produces considerable modulation of cell responses in area V1. Lines presented in the receptive field (RF) of a neuron and surrounded by orthogonal lines in the unresponsive regions around the RF center often evoke greater responses than lines surrounded by other lines at the same orientation (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kastner, Nothdurft, & Pigarev, 1997 , 1999 Nothdurft, Gallant, & Van Essen, 1999) . Analogously, moving lines surrounded by lines moving in the opposite direction often produce stronger responses than lines surrounded by lines moving in the same direction (Allman, Miezin, & McGuinness, 1985 , 1990 Kastner et al., 1997 Kastner et al., , 1999 . All these response differences correlate well with the particular salience of the contrasting lines in psychophysical observations. To evaluate this correlation in more detail, I have recently studied properties of contextual modulation as ob-served in single cell recordings in cat or monkey, in human visual perception. This is the last in a series of three papers about this work. Previous papers described the interaction of saliency mechanisms in different visual dimensions (Nothdurft, 2000a) and their temporal properties (Nothdurft, 2000b) ; the present study investigates the spatial extent of local interactions.
Spatial properties of saliency mechanisms
Effects from contextual modulation in area V1 diminish when the distance between line elements is increased so that for a line placed in the center of the RF surrounding lines do not fall into the modulatory regions around the classical RF (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kastner, Nothdurft & Pigarev, 1996; Nothdurft et al., 1999) . This is a direct consequence of the likely local interactions involved in these effects (reviewed, for example, in Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Nothdurft et al., 1999) . If salience from feature contrast is related to the contextual modulation seen in single cells, then saliency effects should reflect the same restriction to local interaction and should diminish when the distance to the immediate surround of the target is enlarged. There have been reports of such effects in visual perception. A target that differs in orientation from the neighboring lines is detected faster when the lines are placed closely together than when they are widely spaced (Sagi & Julesz, 1987 ; but see Bacon & Egeth, 1991) . Texture segmentation, a phenomenon probably related to salience and popout, becomes difficult in sparse line arrays (Nothdurft, 1985b (Nothdurft, , 1990 . In the present study I directly measured the salience of targets in different texture densities by comparing them with a series of reference targets at fixed saliences so that target salience could be quantified (Nothdurft, 1993c) .
Contextual modulation in single cells of area V1 has been demonstrated for a variety of stimulus properties. Measurements with line arrays revealed modulatory effects from orientation and motion contrast (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Kastner et al., 1997 Kastner et al., , 1999 Nothdurft et al., 1999) . Similar effects were seen with gratings or texture patches for a variety of texture differences, e.g. orientation, motion, luminance, depth, color, spatial frequency (Li & Li, 1994; Sillito, Grieve, Jones, Cudeiro, & Davis, 1995; Lamme, 1995; Zipser, Lamme, & Schiller, 1996; Lee, Mumford, Romero, & Lamme, 1998) . While some of these properties (e.g. orientation, direction of motion, stereodisparity) are not represented at neural processing stages earlier than the visual cortex, others (e.g. luminance, color) are already encoded in the retina and the lateral geniculate nucleus. In the two accompanying studies, there were notable differences between saliency effects from orientation or motion contrast, on the one hand, and the saliency effects from luminance or color contrast. For example, orientation and motion saliency mechanisms overlapped to a considerable degree, but both appeared to be relatively independent of the mechanisms that encode salience from luminance contrast (Nothdurft, 2000a) . Luminance and color contrast were analyzed at higher temporal resolution than orientation or motion contrast (Nothdurft, 2000b) . To see if such differences also exist in the spatial organization of saliency effects, three different mechanisms were investigated in the present study: saliency effects from orientation contrast (lines orthogonal to surrounding lines), saliency effects from motion contrast (lines moving in the opposite direction to surrounding lines), and saliency effects from luminance contrast (lines brighter than surrounding lines). Targets with one of these properties were placed in different texture surrounds that varied from sparse line arrangements (context effects removed) to high texture densities (close context). The central question behind the study is illustrated in Fig. 1 : Does the salience of a target (here, an orthogonal line) vary with its distance to surrounding texture lines?
Methods

O6er6iew
The study includes four series of experiments. Three series investigated different saliency effects (orientation, motion, and luminance contrast); in the fourth series, orientation saliency effects were also studied at different spatial scales. All tests were designed as matching experiments in which the salience of a test target presented in one half of the visual field was compared with that of a reference target presented in the other half (Fig. 2) . Fig. 1 . Does the salience of a popout target vary with the distance to nearby contrasting lines? Is the orthogonal line more salient in a dense texture field than in a sparse line array? This should be expected, if salience is related to contextual response modulation in area V1. This study investigates salience as a function of the raster width of the texture field for three different saliency mechanisms: orientation contrast (Experiment 1), motion contrast (Experiment 2) and luminance contrast (Experiment 3). In an additional, fourth experiment, saliency effects from orientation contrast are studied with texture lines of different size.
Stimuli displayed two texture line arrays each with a salient line that differed from surrounding 'background' lines. Test targets were orthogonal lines (Experiment 1; cf. Fig. 2 ), lines that moved in the opposite direction (Experiment 2), or lines brighter than background lines (Experiment 3). They were presented in texture fields at different density. Reference targets served for comparison; they were brighter than the surrounding background lines but shared all their other properties. The line spacing in the reference target field was held constant over all tests. Test and reference target fields were randomly assigned to the two sides of the screen and subjects were asked to indicate which of the two targets was more salient. In the course of an experiment, a given test line condition was combined with reference lines at 11 different luminance levels. The salience ratings obtained (cf. Fig. 3 ) were fitted with a sigmoidal curve to estimate the exact matching point for a given test condition (see Nothdurft, 2000a for further details).
Stimuli and stimulus presentation
Texture patterns were made of oblique lines (945°). All lines had the same orientation, randomly selected for each trial, except for the orientation-defined test targets which were always orthogonal. The following measurements refer to Experiments 1-3; modifications for Experiment 4 are specified below. Texture lines were 0.66 × 0.15 deg and were displayed in different arrangements (cf. Fig. 2 ). Reference target fields were made from a 13 ×13 line raster with a constant mean spacing of 1.15 deg. In the test target field texture density was varied between 3× 3 and 21× 21 line arrays with raster widths of 0.72-5.75 deg. Only half of each texture raster was displayed (cf. Fig. 2 ). Because texture density in the reference target field was constant, the salience matches for different test target conditions could be directly compared. The exact line positions in each texture field were slightly jittered (up to 90.14 deg); the jitter was refreshed for each new stimulus presentation.
Line motion (Experiment 2) was achieved from single displacements (4 min of arc) in the horizontal direction, 50 ms after stimulus onset. With a total presentation time of 100-150 ms the single displacement produced the percept of smoothly moving lines. Targets and background elements moved in opposite directions, thus producing relative motion of double amplitude.
Texture lines were white (6.9 cd/m 2 ) on a dark gray background (1.7 cd/m 2 ). Except for the luminance targets in Experiment 3 (38.4 cd/m 2 ), all test targets displayed the same luminance as the background lines; reference targets were shown at different luminances Fig. 2 . Test paradigm to measure target salience. Subjects saw texture patterns with two salient lines, one on each side of the fixation spot, and were asked to indicate which target was the more salient one. Patterns were masked after 150 ms presentation time (100 ms for subject HCN). In the examples shown here, test targets were orthogonal, and reference targets brighter than surrounding lines. The two targets were randomly assigned to opposite sides of the screen. (a -c) Test targets were embedded in texture fields of various densities, while reference target fields always had constant raster width. In the course of an experiment, every test target condition was compared with reference targets at different luminance levels to estimate the relative salience of the test target. Saliency effects from orientation contrast (Experiment 1), as depicted here, are compared with saliency effects from motion (Experiment 2) or luminance contrast (Experiment 3) tested with analogous patterns. (d) Mask pattern for the stimulus shown in (a). Fig. 3 . Salience ratings of three subjects for orientation targets in two texture densities (raster widths indicated). For each condition, the test target was compared with eleven reference targets; the measured salience ratings are plotted as the percentage of trials in which the reference target was preferred (0%, test target was always preferred; 100%, reference target always preferred). Every data point represents 30 -50 repetitions of the same target combination. The ratings for a given test condition were fitted with a sigmoidal curve and the 50% values of matched salience were estimated. The luminance values of a reference target at this point were taken as a measure of the relative salience of the test target. Luminance values were linearly related to the logarithm of measured luminances as given by the axes below.
above this level. Luminance settings were controlled via 6-bit computer values (0, …, 63); background lines had the value 23. Above this level, values were linearly related to the logarithm of measured luminance and, for convenience, these computer values were used to quantify relative salience. The relationship to luminance is indicated in Fig. 3 .
Patterns were generated in DOS-based programs on a PC and were displayed on a 17 in. monitor, using standard VGA graphic modes. Resolution was 640× 480 pixels at 60 Hz refreshing rate (non-interlaced). The monitor was placed 67 cm in front of the observer, resulting in a pixel size of 2 min of arc (0.036 deg) and a total texture field display of 14.5× 14.5 deg. Targets occurred at eccentricities of 3.5 -7.3 deg (see below).
Stimuli were presented for 150 ms (100 ms for subject HCN; 200 ms in Experiment 4) and then replaced by masking patterns (Fig. 2d ) in which all lines were substituted by bright crosses (23.3 cd/m 2 ) made of the two oblique lines at the actual positions of previously displayed single lines. Masks were stationary and were presented until the observer responded, maximally for half a second.
Baseline saliency effects
It turned out in preliminary experiments that subjects not only considered contrasting targets as salient but also lines in sparse arrangements, irrespective of whether or not these displayed local feature contrast. In order to quantify this effect and distinguish it from salience from feature contrast, additional test conditions were included that were designed to measure the 'baseline' saliency effect at low texture densities. In these stimulus conditions, the test target was replaced by a normal background element so that test target fields did not display a target ('blank trials'). Subjects (except the author) were not informed about this modification and did not notice the difference between normal and blank trials when texture density was low. Neither did I as a subject with the short stimulus presentation times used (100 ms). Blank trials with target fields at the same raster width as the reference target field (1.15 deg) were also used to measure each subject's sensitivity for luminance contrast of reference targets. With this texture density, subjects did not report baseline saliency effects in the test target field and only detected reference targets of sufficient luminance contrast. Therefore, the resulting salience ratings for this pattern condition varied between 50% (no target seen, preference ratings at chance) and 100% (reference target always seen). These data were fitted by a logistic curve in the range of 50-100% to obtain the luminance values at 75%, which were used as a measure of the sensitivity to detect reference targets in the experiment.
Different arrangements of texture fields
The texture patterns were constructed in two slightly different versions. In 6ersion A, texture density was varied by changing the number of rows and columns of the texture line array presented on the screen. Because the central column was not displayed (to avoid interference between the two texture fields), only odd row and column numbers were used. This reduced the resolution of the line spacing scale at coarse texture densities; between the 3×3 (raster width 5.75 deg) and the 5× 5 texture field (raster width 3.45 deg) there were no further values. In addition, targets presented in this raster occurred at different eccentricities (3.5 -7.3 deg), which produced a notable scatter of the measured saliency effects in some tests. To avoid these problems, texture patterns in 6ersion B were constructed in a slightly different way. Test and reference targets were always presented at fixed positions (at 4.3 deg eccentricity) and texture patterns were constructed by plotting all other texture elements at defined distances from these targets until the texture fields were completed (a central stripe of 1.4 deg was always left blank to avoid interference of the two fields). This method of constructing texture fields allowed for finer variations of texture density than version A and kept the targets at constant eccentricity. However, it had the potential shortcoming that targets always occurred at expected positions. Given the advantages and disadvantages of each method, both versions were used in the experiments. Some test series were performed twice using both version A and version B texture stimuli, with similar characteristic results.
Subjects
Five subjects (three female, two male) including the author participated in the experiments. The subjects were between 17 and 51 years old and were paid (except the author) for the time they spent in experiments. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and all but one had normal color vision (Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue test). SW was a deuteranomolous subject. All subjects, except the author, were naive as to the purpose of the study.
Experiments 1-3 were carried out over 3 months in sessions of 1-2 h each; Experiment 4 was run at a later date and was completed in 1 -2 months. Before the present test series, all subjects had participated in other salience matching and target detection tasks not reported here. These and earlier training sessions ensured that they could all readily detect orientation, motion, or luminance defined targets in short stimulus presentations (100-150 ms) and could reliably perform the matching task.
Test procedures
All experiments were performed with fixation of a green spot in the center of the screen. Subjects indicated the side with the more salient target by pressing specific keys on the corresponding side of the keyboard. Every new stimulus presentation started 1 -1.5 s after the response. Subjects were instructed to select the more salient target irrespective of why it appeared to be salient, and were regularly reminded of this instruction in the course of the study.
Salience matches were obtained from the different salience ratings for each particular test condition (Fig.  3) ; the repetitions of each individual comparison were controlled with the 'adaptive N' method (Nothdurft, 2000a) to keep the standard error of the mean (SEM) below 10%. Data points were fitted by sigmoidal curves, the 50% values of which gave the salience match of the studied condition. Each match was based on 250-500 stimulus presentations.
Test series included salience matches for targets in eight to ten different texture densities (each compared with 11 different reference targets). The various test conditions in each experiment were blocked so that only one texture density was tested at a time; the different reference target conditions were always randomly intermixed. Blocks with different test field texture densities of the same type (e.g. orientation contrast) were processed in sequence; usually one complete set of measurements of all density conditions was obtained within a session. Different saliency effects (orientation, motion, luminance) were studied in different sessions.
Analysis
The various salience ratings for each test target condition (cf. Fig. 3 ) were fitted with logistic curves of the form y= 100/[1 + exp(−(x− a 0 )/a 1 )], from which the matched luminance values (50% level; variable a 0 ) were obtained (For luminance detection threshold, the sigmoidal curve was modified to y=50+ 50/[1 + exp-(− (x− a 0 )/a 1 )] and the value at 75% was taken; x= a 0 ). The salience-matched luminance values of a given test target condition represent the relative salience of the target; the values are usually plotted with the standard error of this fit. Presentations of salience matches as a function of texture density ('salience profiles') were fitted by spline functions or exponential functions of the form y= a 0 + a 1 · x a 2 · e a 3 · x (Bronstein & Semendjajew, 1967) . These latter curves were only drawn for illustration; no further analysis was based on these fits.
Experiment 1: orientation contrast
The first experiment was designed to measure possible variations of the salience of an orientation target when it was presented in dense or sparse line arrangements (cf. Fig. 1 ). Many single cells in area V1 produce enhanced responses to such a line when surrounding lines are presented close to the RF but not when lines are presented far away from it. Thus, if the enhanced responses to the contrasting line do represent its salience, this salience should decrease when line spacing of the texture array is increased. Fig. 3 confirms this prediction, and illustrates the sort of measurements performed. The figure shows complete data sets of three subjects for two texture densities (raster widths 1.3 and 3.5 deg). For each density, the (orthogonal) test target was compared with altogether eleven (brighter) reference targets so that different salience ratings were obtained. When the reference targets were only slightly brighter than background lines (luminance values below 35 and 50, respectively), subjects reported them as being less salient than the test targets (ratings below 50%). When reference targets were fairly bright (luminance values near 60), subjects regularly classified them as more salient than the test targets (ratings above 50%). Preference ratings of 50% indicated that the targets were matched in salience; the luminance value of the corresponding reference target was then used to quantify the salience of the test target in the texture condition studied. Exact estimates of the 50% level were taken from the logistic curves fitted to the complete data set of each texture condition, as plotted in Fig. 3 . For each subject, the two curves in Fig. 3 are strongly displaced. This means that subjects found the orthogonal line in the dense arrangement (raster width 1.3 deg) more salient than the line in the sparse arrangement (raster width 3.5 deg). This observation is in qualitative agreement with the predictions made from single cell physiology.
Saliency ratings with orthogonal targets were measured at eight texture densities. The complete sets of matched luminance values are plotted against raster width in Fig. 4 (thick lines) for all five subjects. All curves show a similar characteristic profile of salience variations with texture density: Salience was maximal for line spacings of 1-2 deg and decreased for targets in sparser or denser texture patterns (smaller and larger line spacings). The decrease in target salience in widely spaced line arrays is consistent with the diminishing modulatory effects seen in single cell responses Fig. 3 ; (B) data of the two remaining subjects of the study. Continuous thick curves plot the luminance values of matched saliences when an orthogonal target was presented in the test target field. Thin curves plot the matched saliences for blank trials without orthogonal targets ('baseline saliency effect'). Straight dashed lines mark each subject's sensitivity for luminance contrast (see text). The length of line elements in the texture stimulus is marked as a hatched area in each graph. All subjects reported targets at raster widths of 1 -2 deg as being more salient than targets in denser or sparser arrangements. Some subjects classified lines in sparse patterns as being salient even when these did not display orientation contrast (baseline saliency effect). (Version A texture patterns).
when the stimuli surrounding the RF are moved farther apart. The similar decrease in salience at small line spacings was unexpected. It was not due to the limited acuity of the visual system, which is much higher at the tested target eccentricities (3.5 -7.3 deg). Physiology textbooks (e.g. Schmidt & Thews, 1980) give a resolution limit of a few minutes of arc at this eccentricity. Salience started to decrease at raster widths well above the length of the individual line elements (which is indicated by the hatched areas in Fig. 4 ). Even at raster widths far below 0.5 deg line elements could still be resolved and their orientations discriminated. Fig. 4 also illustrates another effect. While all curves show a similar, characteristic peak on the lefthand side of the graphs, the data on the right-hand side of the graphs differed considerably between subjects. Subject SW, for example, who had reported smaller saliency effects for orientation targets than all other subjects, did not find targets in sparse arrangements salient at all. Other subjects (WW, HCN, FS) indicated a considerable amount of salience for such targets. For subject HCN, targets at the widest texture raster tested (5.75 deg) produced even stronger saliency effects than targets at an intermediate line spacing (3.45 deg). In preliminary tests, this subject also noticed that lines in sparse arrangements sometimes were salient even when he could not identify them as orthogonal. Since only few lines were displayed in these patterns, the observation may relate to earlier findings on the particular salience of a single line in an empty field (Nothdurft, 2000b) . This suggests that the thick line data curves in Fig. 4 , although supposed to measure salience from orientation contrast, might be contaminated by other saliency effects, such as those from local luminance contrast or from stimulus onset (Theeuwes, 1991) .
In order to measure the magnitude of these effects, the test conditions of the experiment were intermixed with blank trials in which test target fields resembled plain texture background without the orthogonal line (see Section 2.2.1); reference target fields were not changed. The matched luminance values for salience ratings with blank trials are plotted as thin curves in Fig. 4 . They indicate the baseline saliency effects that were obtained from stimulus properties other than orientation contrast. Baseline saliency effects varied considerably between subjects. They were negligible only for one subject (SW), whereas three other subjects (WW, HCN, FS) reported notable effects. When these baseline saliency effects are subtracted from the measurements with orientation-defined targets, the resulting salience curves should represent the magnitude of saliency effects evoked exclusively by orientation contrast. This is shown in Fig. 5 where the salience measurements of Fig. 4 are re-plotted after the subtraction of baseline saliency effects. Data points were fitted with exponential functions of the form y= a · x b · e cx , with cB 0 and b\ 0 (Bronstein & Semendjajew, 1967) to illustrate the general similarity of the curves from different subjects. All salience profiles now show a peak on the left-hand side of the graph and are flat on the right-hand side. The height and the width of the salience peaks varied between subjects. Saliency effects were strongest for raster widths between 1 and 1.5 deg, corresponding to spacings of about twice the line length (hatched). There was generally no salience or only a little from orientation contrast in sparse line arrangements.
The straight dashed lines in Figs. 4 and 5 plot each subject's sensitivity to the luminance contrast of reference targets in these experiments. The data were obtained from 'blank trials' (no test target) with test target fields that had the same raster width as the reference target field (see Section 2.2.1). Note that only for two subjects (HCN, FS) and only at line spacings above 3 deg, did baseline saliency effects greatly exceed this level (cf. Fig. 4 ). Fig. 6 shows the mean salience profiles with (dashed curve) and without non-specific saliency effects (continuous curve), averaged over all five subjects. Statistical analysis revealed significant variations of salience over the raster width (one-way ANOVA; F 7,32 \ 3.11, PB 0.02, for data with baseline saliency effects; F 7,32 \ 9.74, PB0.0001, for data without baseline saliency effects). All individual salience differences between raster widths \ 3 deg and raster widths of 1-1.6 deg were significant (F 1,8 \ 5.94, PB 0.05, for data with baseline effects; F 1,8 \ 24.8, PB 0.002, for data without baseline effects). The decrease in salience with very dense line arrangements was also significant (line spacings 1.3 vs. 0.8 deg: F 1,8 \ 6.97, PB 0.05).
The curves in Fig. 6 summarize the results of Experiment 1. They show that saliency effects from orientation contrast depend strongly on the availability of local feature differences, and thus demonstrate the limited spatial range of the underlying neural mechanisms. These results are consistent with the contextual modulation of single cells in area V1 and with the model of salience represented by locally increased neural activity in the striate cortex (Nothdurft, 1994a (Nothdurft, ,b, 1997 .
Experiments 2 & 3: salience from motion or luminance contrast
In order to search for similar manifestations of local processing in other saliency mechanisms, Experiment 1 was repeated with motion defined and luminance defined targets. In these patterns, all line elements had the same (oblique) orientation which was randomly varied from trial to trial. In Experiment 2 (motion contrast) all lines in the test target field moved in horizontal directions, test targets opposite to background elements. In the reference target field, lines were stationary and targets only differed in brightness from background elements 1 . In Experiment 3 (luminance contrast) both test and reference targets were brighter than surrounding background lines; all target and background lines had the same orientation. Test targets were displayed at the luminance value 55; reference targets varied between 23 and 63. The tasks in Experiments 1 and 2 were identical to that of Experiment 1; subjects compared the saliences of two targets. Fig. 7 shows the data of subject HCN in both experiments; measurements were made with version B texture patterns. This subject again showed considerable baseline saliency effects in these tests (dashed curves), which were subtracted from the actual salience measurements (continuous lines) to obtain the true saliency effects from feature contrast (thick lines). For motion defined targets (Fig. 7a ) density variations produced a salience curve that was qualitatively similar to that obtained with orientation contrast. Salience was maximal for raster widths around 1.5 deg and decreased for smaller or wider raster widths. For targets defined by luminance contrast, the salience curve was 1 Lines in reference target fields were always presented stationarily, without movement. This was also the case for the data finally presented in Nothdurft (2000a) , contrary to an erroneous statement made there. quite different. There was no strong peak and salience also did not disappear completely for large line spacings. Salience was not only less strongly modulated with texture density than it was for either orientation or motion contrast; it also continued to increase when raster width was reduced below 1 deg. In contrast, target salience was diminished at such texture densities in both the orientation and the motion test.
Similar salience profiles were obtained for the other subjects. For motion contrast (Fig. 8) , most salience curves revealed the characteristic pattern of notably increased sensitivity at raster widths of 1 -3 deg, whereas salience was reduced at the largest rasters tested (dashed curves). The salience peaks were even more pronounced when the non-specific baseline saliency effects were subtracted from the measured data (thick curves). Note however, that peaks were generally wider than for orientation (cf. Fig. 6 ) and often not as sharp as observed there. The peak was least pronounced in the data of subject FS, who also revealed reduced sensitivity to motion contrast in a related study (cf. Nothdurft, 2000a) .
In contrast, salience variations in the luminance test (Fig. 9) were generally small and almost absent for some subjects. Only for subject FS was the salience at large raster widths strongly reduced; this reduction was however mainly due to the strong baseline saliency effects this subject had reported. When the line raster in the test target field was identical to that in the reference target field (raster width 1.15 deg), salience matches showed the smallest variation across subjects. The luminance values of the matched reference targets were close to 55 at this raster width, which was the luminance value of test targets in Experiment 3. For smaller, and in particular for larger line spacings, salience matches varied considerably between subjects.
Figs. 10 and 11 present the mean data of all five subjects in Experiments 2 and 3. For motion defined targets ( Fig. 10) ings) . This reflects the fact that some subjects produced wider peaks in their salience profiles with motion contrast ( Fig. 8 ) than with orientation contrast (cf. Fig. 5 ). All other salience differences in Fig. 10 were not significant (P\0.05). The statistical analysis of salience variations for luminance defined test targets (Fig. 11) revealed quite different results. When baseline saliency effects were included (dashed line), salience did not vary significantly with texture density (one-way ANOVA, F 9,40 B 1.02). Only when baseline saliency effects were subtracted (continuous curve), did salience variations become significant (F 9,40 \ 3.01, PB 0.01); individual comparisons revealed altogether ten significant differences (F 1,8 \ 5.91, PB 0.05) between large and small line spacings. Thus, although there was a trend towards increase in salience of luminance contrast with texture density, salience variations were generally small in comparison to orientation or motion defined targets, and salience curves were nearly monotonic. Fig. 8 . Saliency profiles of all five subjects for motion contrast targets (version A test patterns except for subject FS). Thin dashed curves plot the measured salience including baseline effects. Continuous curves plot the pure motion-contrast salience after non-specific baseline saliency effects are subtracted. Straight dashed lines indicate the subject's sensitivity for the luminance contrast of the reference targets. Hatched areas mark the length of texture lines. For most subjects, salience was maximal for raster widths of 1-2 deg and decreased towards denser and sparser line arrangements. Fig. 9 . Saliency profiles of all five subjects for targets defined by luminance contrast (version B test patterns). Dashed curves plot the measured saliency effects. There is little modulation of salience with line spacing. Matches are close to luminance value 55, the setting of the test target, in particular when test and reference targets were shown at the same raster width (1.15 deg). For targets in denser or sparser configurations, salience measurements varied among subjects. Continuous curves plot the salience profiles after baseline saliency effects are subtracted. The curves are nearly monotonic and do not peak. Straight dashed lines and hatching as in Fig. 8 . Fig. 10 . Mean salience profiles for motion contrast with (dashed) and without baseline saliency effects (continuous). Averages and SEM of all five subjects. Salience profiles show the characteristic modulation with a maximum at medium raster widths and decreasing salience towards denser or sparser configurations. Maxima are found at similar raster widths as in the orientation experiment but peaks are generally wider than for orientation-defined saliences. The hatched area indicates the length of individual line elements (0.7 deg). Version A test patterns except for subject FS, whose salience curves were interpolated to obtain the appropriate data points for averaging.
vidual variations as to the height and width of orientation and motion salience peaks (Fig. 12B) . Subject SW showed little sensitivity to orientation contrast and pronounced sensitivity to motion contrast. For subject NQ, the sensitivity in both experiments was more similar (peak amplitude) but differed in the spatial profile (peak width). Only subject HCN reported almost identical salience peaks in the two tests. For all three subjects, salience curves for luminance targets were much flatter and clearly distinct from the peaking salience profiles obtained with orientation or motion targets.
Experiment 4: variations with line size
In the interpretation of the data so far, the pronounced salience variations observed in Experiments 1 and 2 were related to the spacing of texture lines and to the limited spatial range of neural interactions in the visual field, which, however, was not verified. The measured salience profiles could be specific for the particular line patterns used, and other patterns might have produced quite different curves. If we want to relate these data to the spatial extent of the underlying neural mechanisms, we must know whether the same salience variations are also found with other line patterns. Alternatively, we might expect salience curves to vary with the size of line elements. Several studies have shown that texture perception appears to be scale invariant; that is, patterns with large and patterns with small texture elements should produce similar perceptual effects when the spatial parameters are normalized to the size of texture elements or carrier spatial frequency (Kingdom, Keeble, & Moulden, 1995; Kingdom & Keeble, 1999 ; see also Nothdurft, 1985b) . In this case, large orthogonal lines in the present study should remain salient up to much larger raster widths (in absolute measures) than small texture lines. However, this prediction would be in disagreement with the data from single cell recordings and with the restrictions of neural interaction set by anatomy. Contextual effects were found to be limited in their spatial range (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft et al., 1999) and, at least, large variations in the size of texture elements would hardly produce the same effects. In absolute measures, large lines would be more widely spaced than small lines, and their interaction would require a neural mechanism with a wider spatial range. Whereas this might, to some extent, be compensated by the larger receptive fields that represent large texture lines, the compensation cannot be complete because RF size variation is limited at any retinal position. To investigate this question I compared saliency variations for texture patterns with different line sizes in an additional experiment. 12 summarizes the data obtained so far by comparing the saliency curves of all three mechanisms investigated, without baseline saliency effects. Orientation and motion contrast generally produced clear peaks of increased salience for a limited range of texture densities. In the mean data of all five subjects (Fig.  12A) , these peaks differed in width; they were narrower for orientation and wider for motion targets. Luminance targets failed to produce such a peak and salience varied only little with texture density.
While the main characteristics of the saliency profiles were similar for the different subjects, there were indi- Experiment 4 was not included in the original set of experiments of the study but was carried out almost 1 year later. It was prompted by the findings of Experiments 1-3 and by the comments of two referees who were concerned about the wide spectral composition of the texture stimuli I had used.
Methods
The design of the experiment was similar to that of Experiment 1; the salience of orthogonal lines (test targets) at different texture densities was compared with that of brighter lines (reference targets) at constant texture density. However, instead of one, three salience profiles were estimated in Experiment 4, using: (i) texture lines like those in Experiment 1; (ii) texture lines of double; and (iii) half that size (Fig. 13) . (Due to rounding effects and pixel size, the exact values as measured in the patterns were 0.66×0.15 deg for the standard line size, and 1.32× 0.25 deg and 0.36×0.05 deg for the double and half sizes, respectively.) The three conditions were studied in different test series of Experiment 4.
In each series, texture lines in the test target field and texture lines in the reference target field had the same size. While the raster width of the test target field was varied using nearly the same set of raster widths in all three conditions (except those at which the texture lines overlapped), the raster width of reference target fields was fixed in each series. These raster widths were constantly related to the size of texture elements, i.e. texture lines of double size were tested with a raster width (in the reference target field) twice as large as that in Experiment 1. Tests were blocked for element size and, as in Experiment 1, for raster width.
Three subjects of the study participated in Experiment 4. Since none of them was trained in textures with larger or smaller line elements, stimulus presentation time was increased to 200 ms (before masking) to provide visible salience in all three line conditions. All texture patterns were version B type (fixed target positions) and targets of all line sizes were shown at the same eccentricity (4.3 deg).
Data acquisition and analysis was made as in Experiment 1. Each test condition (three line sizes with 8-11 raster widths each) was compared with 11 reference targets and the matched salience value was computed Means of all subjects and averaged SEM. For both orientation and motion defined targets, salience strongly depended on texture density, with peaks of different widths. (B) Individual curves of three subjects. Subject SW showed little sensitivity to orientation contrast and pronounced sensitivity to motion contrast. Subject NQ revealed similar sensitivity in both experiments but produced salience peaks of different width. Only subject HCN had salience profiles that were similar for orientation and motion defined targets. Fig. 13 . The line size variations used in Experiment 4. Subjects performed three series of matching tasks as in Experiment 1. In addition to the standard line size used there (middle example), texture patterns with lines of double (top) or half that size (bottom) were used. Together with line size, also the raster of the reference target field was doubled or halved in these patterns, so that differences between test series resembled differences in spatial scale. Whereas the texture rasters of the test target field were systematically varied, rasters of the reference target field were constant in each series. Patterns were presented for 200 ms and then masked. All stimuli were version B texture patterns. line pattern, salience was maximal at small to medium raster widths and diminished for larger or smaller rasters. The curves look similar but do not closely overlap. The salience peaks occur at different positions with respect to the raster width of the corresponding reference target field (arrows). For texture lines of double size, maximal salience was obtained at line arrangements denser than that of the reference target field (peak at the left-hand side of the arrow), whereas for half size lines the salience maxima were seen at coarser texture rasters (peak at the right-hand side of the arrow). This difference is most obvious when the salience profiles are scaled to the raster of the reference target field, which itself is constantly related to the (intended) size of line elements (Fig. 14B) . If salience variations were scale invariant, the curves in Fig. 14B should closely overlap. This is obviously not the case. In Fig.  14C , the salience data were replotted with respect to the free space between neighbouring texture lines, as given by the raster width minus the spatial extent of the lines themselves (measured along the axes of the texture grid). The different salience profiles then closely overlapped.
Discussion
The plots in Fig. 14B demonstrate that salience variations with texture density were not scaled to the size of texture elements, i.e. were not scale invariant. However, salience variations were also not constantly related to the raster width of the texture grid (Fig. 14A) , which one would expect if salience variations reflected the limited spatial extent of neural interaction processes. However, this latter divergence is perhaps not surprising given the large size differences of texture lines. For the same raster width, segments of large texture lines are located closer together than segments of small texture lines. When the measure of texture density is corrected for this effect, that is when saliency effects are plotted against the interline spacing instead of the raster width, the curves do overlap (Fig. 14C ). This suggests that salience profiles are related to the spatial extent of interactions between oriented line segments in the texture patterns but not to their spatial frequency components.
At first glance, this observation might be surprising. It seems to conflict with the data of Kingdom and Keeble (1999) and Kingdom et al. (1995) who did find constant sensitivity to texture variations when patterns were viewed at different distances. However, Kingdom and Keeble measured the detectability of orientation differences in the texture flow, a perceptual aspect very different from the salience of tilted lines. Thus, sensitivity to orientation modulation in the experiments of Kingdom and Keeble varied only slightly (if at all) with the density of micropatterns (Kingdom et al., 1995) , whereas density variations caused strong variations of target salience in the present study. from the sigmoidal curves fitted to each set of salience ratings obtained. In addition, baseline saliency effects were measured for the individual conditions and were subtracted from the salience curves measured with orientation contrast.
Results
The resulting saliency curves for the different texture lines are plotted in Fig. 14 , for all three subjects. Fig.  14A shows the salience effects as they were obtained, plotted against the raster width of the display. For each Still, the results of Experiment 4 are contrary to the common assumption that texture and popout effects do not vary with the viewing distance but are scale invariant. Do the present results not suggest that the salience of tilted lines should change when the viewing distance is varied? According to Fig. 14B , salience maxima should shift from texture densities coarser than standard raster width, in fine texture patterns (large viewing distance), to texture densities smaller than the standard raster, for large lines (small viewing distance). This is illustrated in Fig. 15 . The texture patterns in each row are plotted on the same (relative) scale, such as the patterns of another row would occur if the viewing distance was varied. While in the top row the target in the 2nd or 3rd column appears to be more salient than the other ones, in the third row it is the left-hand target that is most salient (provided a close viewing distance is used). Thus, salience variations are not scale invariant in this example. However, the effect is clearly less strong than one would expect from Fig. 14 , and at the moment it is not clear why. One reason might be the different presentation time: The demo in Fig. 15 can be looked at continuously while texture patterns in Experiment 4 were presented for 200 ms and then masked. It may well be that baseline saliency effects predominate for short presentation times, thus reducing the net saliency effects from orientation contrast at large raster widths, whereas under prolonged inspection the salience of orthogonal lines does not disappear completely at these line spacings. Another reason might be target eccentricity: The targets in Fig. 15 can be foveated, whereas the targets in Experiment 4 were always presented at 4.3 deg eccentricity. Preliminary observations with version A texture patterns in Experiment 1 suggested that saliency effects vary considerably with target eccentricity (cf. Kehrer, 1989 ). Last but not least, Fig. 15 . Illustration of the failing scale invariance of saliency effects from orientation contrast. The upper three rows show texture arrays at different scales, in rasters that are constantly related to actual line length. The standard raster (relative raster width 1 in Fig. 14B ) is shown in the second column, raster widths towards the left or right differ at constant proportions. When observers are asked to indicate the most salient target in each row, most tend to select patterns in the 2nd or 3rd column for the small texture lines (top row), and the left-hand pattern for the large texture lines (third row). If saliency effects were scale invariant, the same (relative) raster widths would have been selected in each row. The two patterns in the bottom row are larger samples of the right-hand patterns in row 3. Targets are more salient when embedded in the orthogonal surround than when only partly surrounded by contrasting lines. But targets in the wide line spacings are still less salient than targets in denser arrangements. You may have to vary the viewing distance to obtain an optimal effect. salience variations were also affected by other properties still not completely understood. The salience curves obtained for the standard line size in Experiment 4 were notably different from those obtained earlier in Experiment 1. Although the characteristic profiles were similar for each subject, the peaks differed in width. This may be due to the long delay between Experiment 1 and Experiment 4, to training effects (cf. Ahissar & Hochstein, 1996) , or to differences between version A (Experiment 1) and version B texture patterns (Experiment 4), as described in Section 2.2.2.
The present study used texture lines with a broadband frequency spectrum, whereas Kingdom and Keeble (1999) and Kingdom et al. (1995) used Gabors. Scale invariance, in their experiments, was more strongly related to the carrier frequency than to the size of Gabor micropatterns (Kingdom & Keeble, 1999) .
Unfortunately, the set-up of the present study did not allow production of test patterns from Gabors instead of texture lines, and no experimental control of this difference could be made. But which differences should we expect for such stimuli? First of all, the long-distance effects at coarse texture densities are probably dominated by the fundamental frequencies. Therefore, the spatial extent over which tilted lines appear as salient should not vary dramatically when lines were replaced by Gabors, in agreement with the similar sensitivity thresholds for orientation modulation found with these patterns (Kingdom et al., 1995) . Thus, the right-hand side of the curves in Figs. 4-8 and 10 are not likely to be affected by the broad-band spectrum of the texture lines used. This is not necessarily so on the left-hand side of the curves where saliency effects (in orientation and motion) diminished with decreasing raster width. However, this decrease was not found for salience from luminance contrast and hence is unlikely to be related to the broad-band frequency spectrum of the texture lines used.
General discussion
The matching experiments of this study exposed several new and interesting properties of saliency effects from feature contrast, which may shine light upon the underlying neural processes. First, the experiments showed that the salience of a target is not a static property but varies with its distance to other objects nearby. Targets defined by orientation or motion contrast were clearly more salient in medium texture density than when presented in sparse, or very dense texture structures. This demonstrates the contextual origin of these saliency effects and suggests that salience is derived from a local mechanism. Orientation or motion contrast strongly contribute to a target's salience only if they can be established over a limited spatial distance. Second, the experiments also showed that salience variations with texture density reveal different characteristics for different features. The salience profiles obtained for orientation or motion contrast were quite different from those obtained for luminance contrast, and orientation and motion salience peaks themselves differed in size. This suggests that saliency effects from different stimulus dimensions are based on different neural mechanisms, which should be distinguished despite their similarities in other aspects (Nothdurft, 1993a (Nothdurft, ,b,c, 1994b (Nothdurft, , 1995 Bach & Meigen, 1997) . Third, the data confirm previous reports that different aspects of a stimulus may contribute to its salience. Targets that were no longer salient from orientation contrast when the line spacing was increased often appeared salient as single objects, either from local luminance contrast or from stimulus onset effects (Theeuwes, 1991) . This phenomenon was also seen in one of the accompanying studies (Nothdurft, 2000b) .
There is a methodological ca6eat, however. As Fig.  15 illustrates, saliency effects from orientation contrast (and probably motion contrast, too) are weakened when targets are not completely surrounded by contrasting background lines. This was also observed in single cell responses in area V1, where the strength of response modulation by orthogonal texture surrounds was found to be linearly related to the percentage of contrasting lines surrounding the receptive field (Nothdurft, Gallant, & Van Essen, 2000) . Because of the limited size of the monitor in the present experiments, targets in very sparse texture fields were not always embedded in texture surround but sometimes appeared at the edge of the texture pattern. This might have further reduced target salience. However, even at the largest raster widths used, targets had, at least, three contrasting neighbours (one more than in the worst examples of Fig. 15 ). In addition, reference target fields were always filled with background lines so that feature contrast was clearly present. Therefore, although the small line sample might have further reduced target salience in these pictures, it is clear that the observed modulation cannot be explained by this effect alone, as is obvious from the upper rows in Fig. 15 . In fact, salience started to diminish at texture densities for which targets were still surrounded by many contrasting lines, and salience did not diminish for luminance contrast even when the same sparse arrangements were used. In addition, Experiment 4 demonstrated different salience profiles for different line patterns at the same raster width (cf. Fig. 15 ).
Popout and salience
The salience curves in Fig. 4 are partly similar to data published by Sagi and Julesz (1987) on the detection of orientation popout targets in briefly presented line arrays. The authors varied the number of line elements in a raster-like array and found that the detection rate increased with the number of displayed lines, i.e. when the average line spacing was decreased. Only when very few line elements were shown (and hence line spacing was very large) were detection rates also high. These observations correlate well with the salience variation of orientation targets in Experiment 1 of the present study. Salience increased when the line spacing was decreased, down to an optimum at 1-2 deg. On the other hand, targets in very sparse arrangements could also be quite salient. In my experiments, however, these latter saliency effects were not due to orientation contrast but were also found for background lines. Sagi and Julesz did not study orientation popout in very dense line arrays, thus the salience decrease at line spacings smaller than the optimum in the present study cannot be compared with their data. The authors concluded that the detection of feature differences 'by the preattentive parallel system' involves a short-range process, and estimated its range as being of the order of twice the line length of texture elements. This is consistent with the range and the location of salience peaks in Experiment 1 of the present study. Lines were about 0.7 deg long and spacings of twice that length fell right into the centers of most salience peaks in Fig. 5 . However, when the size of line elements was changed, salience maxima shifted relative to the line length (Experiment 4; cf. Fig. 14B ).
The close relationship of popout variations with texture density, as measured in the experiments of Sagi and Julesz, and the variations of target salience, as measured in the present study, is in line with models in which the fast detection of popout targets is explained primarily by their particular salience, which itself was related to feature contrast (Nothdurft 1991b (Nothdurft , 1994a . If the salience of a line is diminished, as is the case for lines in sparse arrangements, they pop out less strongly. Popout then does not necessarily reflect the parallel and preattentive processing of certain features. Instead, targets may even be processed attentively, once their salience has attracted focal attention, as several studies have recently shown (Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989; Joseph & Optican, 1996; Joseph, Chun, & Nakayama, 1997; Nothdurft, 1999) .
A local mechanism?
In Sagi and Julesz's (1987) work and in the present study, density variations were associated with variations in the total number of elements. In an attempt to separate these two parameters, Bacon and Egeth (1991) manipulated target-nontarget spacings and nontargetnontarget spacings separately from each other. Because they did not find reliable variations in the reaction times (RT) of the subjects with target -nontarget spacing, but did find RT variations with set size, they concluded that the easier target detection in dense line arrays was due to perceptual grouping effects among background lines. In my experiments, all line spacings were identical, i.e. target -nontarget distances were similar to nontarget-nontarget distances, and a distinction between background grouping and target feature contrast could not be made (but see Nothdurft, 1993c , for a related discussion). However, there were only small variations in salience with texture density for luminance targets and strong variations for targets defined by orientation contrast, although background elements were identical in these two experiments. It is not obvious how grouping of background elements could have produced these different results. The present study also showed that feature contrast is not the only stimulus property that produces salience but targets that are well separated from surrounding line elements may also appear salient, and hence be detected fast (cf. the baseline saliency effects plotted in Fig. 4) . In particular for large target-nontarget spacings, set size variations are often associated with a reduced nontarget -nontarget spacing. The larger spacing to targets might then let these appear more salient. In general, the salience of irregularly arranged items is difficult to predict. The luminance distribution in such a pattern is inhomogeneous; hence local luminance contrast may let some items (targets and nontargets) appear more salient than others. In particular the results of Experiment 4 confirm the local limitation of saliency effects.
The nature of salience peaks
It is tempting to speculate about the origin of the peaks in salience profiles. Why does salience decrease when lines are widely spaced, and why does it also decrease when lines are too densely packed? The answer may lie in the spatial organization of the underlying neural mechanisms. Contextual modulation in area V1 has been explained by the long-range spatial interactions within area V1 or by feedback from 'higher' visual areas, both of which would be consistent with a generally observed delay between the onset of the stimulus response and the onset of contextual modulation effects in V1 (Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1998; Nothdurft et al., 1999; cf. Nothdurft, 2000b) . Either mechanism would restrict the spatial extent over which modulatory effects can be found. The range would depend either on the anatomy of long-range projections in area V1 or on the size of receptive fields at subsequent processing stages. In macaque monkeys, contextual modulation at parafoveal positions seems to disappear for line spacings of about 2 deg , in close agreement with the results of Experiment 1 of the present study (cf. Fig. 6 ).
For most subjects, salience peaks for motion contrast were wider than those for orientation contrast (cf. Fig.  12 ). This difference cannot be explained by size differences between the stimuli; line motion added only 4 min of arc to the total size of each line stimulus. It may instead indicate that the neural mechanisms for computing motion contrast cover a larger area of the visual field than the mechanisms that compute orientation contrast. This difference may hint at the possible origin of contextual modulation. Long-range connections are unlikely to be systematically distinct for the computation of orientation or motion contrast. However, neurons in different higher visual areas may have receptive fields of different size, and hence may integrate contextual information over different spatial extents. If orientation and motion are processed in different subsequent areas (for example, in V4 and MT), feedback from these areas might produce modulation effects over different line spacings, and hence might generate salience peaks of different size. This model would assume a partial independence of modulatory effects evoked by orientation or motion contrast, which is consistent with previous observations (Kastner et al., 1999; Nothdurft, 2000a) . It is also consistent with the sometimes pronounced individual variations in the strength of saliency effects from different dimensions (cf. Fig. 12B ). Subject SW, for example, was far less sensitive to orientation contrast than to motion, whereas subject FS showed reversed sensitivities (Figs. 5, 6 and 8) . Clinical studies have demonstrated that saliency effects might be selectively affected in one dimension while saliency effects evoked from another dimension are normal (McLeod, Heywood, Driver, & Zihl, 1989; Regan, Giaschi, Sharpe, & Hong, 1992; Regan & Simpson, 1995) .
The spatial integration of context information might also explain the reduced salience of target lines in very dense line arrays (except for luminance contrast). Although this effect cannot be explained by limitations of the visual acuity per se, it could be due to the limited spatial resolution of integration units in subsequent areas. Densely packed lines, even when resolved and distinguished for their orientation, may not be well resolved by the neural mechanism that computes orientation contrast. In this case, the orthogonal lines would be detected but their salience might be reduced. A similar 'paradox' is seen with texture segmentation: Too fine line textures do not segregate perceptually even when they are still distinguished for the different line orientations (Nothdurft, 1985a ). Such differences between the detection and discrimination of texture elements, on the one hand, and their perceptual segregation and perceived salience, on the other hand, suggest that texture segmentation, popout, and salience are represented by mechanisms that are distinct from those representing the fine spatial details of a stimulus. Thus, the detection and discrimination of objects, and hence their identification are not necessarily related to their salience or popout (cf. Nothdurft, 1991a).
Salience from luminance contrast
The salience curves for luminance contrast were different from those for orientation or motion contrast. Given the similarity of segmentation phenomena based on these properties (cf. Nothdurft, 1994b Nothdurft, , 1995 Nothdurft, , 1997 Bach & Meigen, 1997) , this result is astonishing. However, the present data might be better understood if we assume that the local interactions in orientation or motion, and luminance differ in their spatial range. Forte, Hogben, and Ross (1999) recently showed that the detection of an out-of-phase modulated luminance target is only seen directly, and at high temporal resolution, when the target is not separated further than 0.4 deg from its surround. For wider separations, luminance modulation is seen in a global analysis process, but probably not by local operations. Raster widths of this order were not tested in the present study. The line spacings used here were all above the reported range of local mechanisms for the evaluation of luminance contrast, and hence might have failed to modulate target salience. In this case, luminance defined test targets were likely to have been seen as individual elements, and hence matched best those reference targets that displayed similar luminance values.
Thus, the different characteristics of the salience curves for targets defined by luminance contrast (Fig.  11 ) and for targets defined by orientation (Fig. 6 ) or motion contrast (Fig. 10) may indicate contributions from different mechanisms that differ in their spatial range. Orientation or motion differences are computed at the cortical level, while luminance differences might already be encoded in earlier processing stages. The observed differences between salience curves for these mechanisms may then simply reflect the different spatial extents of contrast mechanisms at the different processing stages. The spatial extent over which interactions and contextual modulation produced saliency effects were larger at the cortical level (the present results indicate a range of, at least, 1-2 deg) than at earlier processing stages (estimated at 0.4 deg by Forte et al., 1999) . This is consistent with 'long-range' interactions between oriented texture elements that were still observed at distances of 1.25 deg (Wolfson & Landy, 1999) .
Conclusions
In three papers (Nothdurft, 2000a,b , and this one) I have presented psychophysical data that support the view that salience from feature contrast is neurally represented by contextual modulation in area V1 (Nothdurft, 1991b (Nothdurft, , 1994a . Salience measurements indicated the same degree of additivity as the cells in area V1, and saliency effects had similar timing properties. The present study now showed that salience from feature contrast reflects the same spatial properties that were found for contextual modulation in area V1.
The three studies have also shown that salience can be looked at as a property on its own. The salience of a target affects its visibility and facilitates its detection irrespective of most of its specific features. Salience is not necessarily associated with the feature properties of the target itself but is strongly related to the way it is embedded in visual context. Finally, although different saliency effects seem to produce the same behavioral effects in vision, e.g. they all attract focal attention, their properties may be quite different. The present and the two previous studies have shown that the saliency effects from feature contrast in different dimensions are not the same, even though they seem to represent feature contrast in a very similar way (Nothdurft, 1993a (Nothdurft, ,b,c, 1994b (Nothdurft, , 1995 . Luminance and color contrast behaved similarly in many aspects, but clearly were different from orientation and motion contrast (Nothdurft, 2000b) .
